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2357 Columbia Street 
Dearborn, MI  48124-3431 
313-277-5095 / pvs6@cornell.edu 
 
12 July 2022      VIA FedEx   7773 - 7643 - 3040 
  
 
Ms. Martha E. Pollack 
Office of the President 
300 Day Hall 
Cornell University 
Ithaca, New York  14853 
 
Subject 1: Your Criminal Affiliation–with,  Accommodations–of,  and Affinity–for 
  Pfizer Corporation CEO Mr. Albert Bourla 
 

Subject 2: Your Upcoming Departure from the Office of President of Cornell University 
 
Reference 1:  My Letter to Mr. Anthony Fauci of 21 July 2020 
 

Reference 2:  Martha Pollack Collaborations with Pfizer CEO Albert Bourla : 
   New York Forward ReOpening Advisory Board and Ongoing 
 

Attachment 1: American Domestic Bioterrorism Program 
 
Dear Ms. Pollack: 
 

You are in-receipt of Reference 1, dated 21 July 2020.   On that same day, within the closed-doors of the 
New York Forward Re-Opening Advisory Board, you were informed by Mr. Albert Bourla regarding the 
third item of his “Chronology of Important Events” : 
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Mr. Bourla represents a University Development prospect. He had informed you during 
Reference 2 that Pfizer had secured hundreds-of-millions for an experimental mRNA 
needle, that was immune from liability . . . that had not yet completed clinical trials!   
That is just the beginning of your participations in COVID-related criminal fraud . . . 
 

 
  
. . .  on 31 July 2020, a mere ten days later, after the “100 million doses” DoD contract was finalized,  
you unleashed your pro-needle Bourla-approved marketing scheme; an open demonstration of your 
inveracity, you published an anti-Constitutional, Bolshevik-styled precursor to illegal coercive mandates: 
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You were unable to complete just the first sentence without embracing a bold-faced lie.  Your 
notion, that “enhanced community and personal health,” was restricted to an mRNA needle was not a 
misstatement; it was a lie.  Prior to your “Cornell Student Behavioral Compact,”  I had introduced you to a 
fine medical doctor, whose successful COVID treatments were being practiced a short drive from campus 
on State Route 17 (to my former hometown of Monroe, New York).  From Page 5 of Reference 1: 
 

 
 
Your “Compact” had no connections/intentions regarding Cornell student health.  In contrast to the 
successful outcomes, resulting from the COVID treatments administered by Dr. Zelenko, the beginnings of 
your Cornell health results from your needle marketing schemes are partially captured by hard data: 
 

 
 

An utter disgrace that will forever characterize your tenure in the president’s office of my alma mater. 
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“pro-Bourla”?  “University Development prospect”?  A “scheme”?  “Disgrace”?  Is this diatribe?  Hardly.  
These themes are more-than-confirmed by the lockdown and facemask mandate grotesqueries that you 
continue to inflict upon the campus of Cornell University.  But your pro-Bourla arrogance is on full display.   
‘Personally hosting only pro-Bourla guests?  Including marketing executives from Pfizer !? 
 

 
 
Examples of the non-invited . . . You never invited Dr. Kary Mullis, or Dr. Vladimir Zelenko.  At no time 
will you invite Dr. Simone Gold, Dr. Harvey Risch, Dr. Sucharit Bhakdi, Dr. Pierre Kory, Dr. Tess Laurie, 
Dr. Peter McCullough, Dr. Richard Bartlett, Dr. Michael Yeadon, Dr. Dan Erickson, Dr. Robert Malone,  
Dr. Scott Atlas, Dr. Jayanta Bhattacharya, Dr. Annie Bukacek, Dr. Peter Breggin, Dr. Lynn Fynn, Dr. Mary 
Bowden, Dr. Richard Urso or Dr. Ryan Cole.  You are never going to invite Dr. Haruo Ozaki, Dr. Joseph 
Ladapo, Dr. Li-Meng Yan, or Dr. Paul Alexander . . . all devoted adherents to the Hippocratic Oath. 
 
However, consistent with Reference 2, you lauded needle-only RICO criminals, such as the only  
“Cornell person” in-history to be openly charged with “genocide and crimes against humanity.” 
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I N T E R M I S S I O N  –  1 

 
You are also in-receipt of my letter to Ms. Susan K. Neely, CEO of the American Council of Life Insurers 
(ACLI), dated 18 April 2022.  Its subject line: 
 

 
 
You are a documented and open proponent of the last two reimbursement criteria.  My letter to ACLI was 
shared with many, including affected parties in Europe.  A very small sampling of recent headlines: 
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I N T E R M I S S I O N  –  1     Conclusion 
 

 
 

 
 
As discussed on Page 20 of my ACLI letter, the PREP Act lists “COVID-19 Vaccinators.”  That category 
specifies medical doctors, nurses, hospital CEOs, and pharmaceutical executives; but it does not list 
university administrators. 
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Your Criminal Affiliation–with,  Accommodations–of,  and Affinity–for 
Pfizer Corporation CEO Mr. Albert Bourla 
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Your Criminal Affiliation–with,  Accommodations–of,  and Affinity–for 
Pfizer Corporation CEO Mr. Albert Bourla       con’t 

 
 
Reference 2?  Your affinity-for another common criminal, Pfizer CEO Mr. Albert Bourla, is unique.  Unlike 
other Ivy League “presidents,” you participated directly with Bourla with formulation of the needle mandate 
marketing schemes.  Your closed-door sessions with Mr. Bourla, as members of the New York Forward 
ReOpening Advisory Board, established you as the new low for Cornell administrators. 
 
On the day it was updated, August 23, 2021, I made a screenshot of the Advisory Board webpage.  On 
that date it promoted a new bold-faced lie about the Pfizer needle: 
 

 
 
If you had any competence, if you had any character, if you had any virtue, you would have immediately 
rejected the abject lie of its first sentence.  As you and Mr. Bourla are fully aware, the FDA did no such 
thing; the mRNA needles being mandated against Cornell students did not, have not, and never 
will be granted “full approval.”   And save your Comirnaty ruse for those born-yesterday. 
 

 

By complicity with these ongoing 
webpages; are you, Mr. Bourla and 
his defense lawyers, and the FDA 
declaring that the status of the Pfizer 
needle is no longer subject to the 
narrow confines of the original FDA 
11 December 2020 ‘Emergency Use 
Authorization’ (EUA) . . . that is, the 
PREP Act provision of LIABILITY 
IMMUNITY is no longer in force?   
Is that what you all are declaring?! 
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Your Criminal Affiliation–with,  Accommodations–of,  and Affinity–for 
Pfizer Corporation CEO Mr. Albert Bourla    con’t 

 
 

The unelected governor of my birth state of New York, Ms. Kathy Hochul, has received many of my 
COVID letters.  Have the previous disinformation and outright lies about the Bourla needle been corrected 
on her various New York websites?  Not a chance. 
 

 
 
In fact, her Pfizer-needle-promoting websites have now embellished  those original lies and disinformation.  
With his headquarters in New York City, Mr. Albert Bourla and Pfizer counsel Cornell Law School 
graduate Mr. Doug Lankler, have influenced and enforced the following (screenshot of 4 July 2022) : 
 

 
 
Throughout the governor webpages we find a detailed compilation of fraud and criminality.  Note that 
their fairy tale about “full approval” of August 23 2021 remains intact . . . a bold-faced lie. 
 
And you, Ms. Pollack, are not merely complicit in these lies . . . you are an enthusiastic participant. 
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Your Criminal Affiliation–with,  Accommodations–of,  and Affinity–for 
Pfizer Corporation CEO Mr. Albert Bourla    con’t 

 
 

But there is further confirmation of your inveracity, and that of your comrade Mr. Bourla.  As shared with 
Ms. Neely, Page 16 in my letter to her discusses the following pre-emptive charlatanism: 
 

 
 
These threats from Bourla, and later Attorney General Merrick Garland, occurred on 9 November 2021.  
The threats were cloaked behind their deceit, their deception and their criminality. . . . Most importantly, 
these threats occurred prior to a lawsuit filed by attorney Mr. Aaron Siri . . . and prior to Pfizer’s court 
defeat which eradicated the Bourla demand for medical and COVID needle opacity ! 
 
Now that the Honorable Court in Texas has pierced through the lies of Mr. Bourla, we are no longer being 
threatened with incarceration.  And we are no longer slandered by your ilk as “anti-vaxxers.” 
 

 
 
The Bourla defense on Judge Mark Pittman’s order?  A lie that it would take “55 years” to comply !?   
Perhaps Bourla needs to review the recent “48-hour” order by Judge Alejandro Recarey in Uruguay.   
 

Such is the type of defilement your person has affiliated-with and inflicted upon my alma mater. 
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Your Criminal Affiliation–with,  Accommodations–of,  and Affinity–for 
Pfizer Corporation CEO Mr. Albert Bourla        Conclusion 

 
 
On Page 20 of my ACLI letter, I quoted European Parliament member  Mr. Nicolaus Fest: 
 

“In Germany we have forty-eight confirmed cases of death that occurred in connection with the 
vaccination. Forty-eight cases! Those were just the cases that were autopsied. Of course, 
we know that many people who died after a vaccination were not autopsied at all!  That means 
the unreported number is probably many times higher. 
 

If any company, say Nestle or Pepsi of any other company were to put a product on the market 
and then forty-eight people were to die from it within a year, we would not talk about whether we 
should or should not distribute this product to the world. We would talk about whether or not we 
should enforce liability on the management!  That is what I would urgently suggest that this 
Parliament do. We should be discussing the lack of efficacy of these vaccines and about 
liability issues for the management of the vaccine manufacturers.” 

 

In the USA, autopsies are not done or are openly discouraged.  Instead, diversion from the death and 
horrific injury caused by the Bourla needle is asserted by unqualified claims of “coincidence,” or a “COVID” 
box is checked by so-called medical professionals.  The true extent of needle-induced death and injury is 
purposely shrouded and overshadowed by the financial priorities of Mr. Bourla . . . and you. 
 
The Fest quote above discusses an entire year of needle-induced death in Germany.  But what did Judge 
Pittman’s order reveal for merely the first two months of the Bourla needle?   A dire indication: 
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I N T E R M I S S I O N  –  2 
 
Immediately after the Pfizer “landmark study” sales goo of 18 November 2020, Cornell University 
webpages, staff and so-called professors began regurgitating the Bourla lies about “safe and effective.”  
Again, the context of this Cornell sputum was financial, not the health of the Cornell and Ithaca New York 
communities, or the world at-large.  Alternatively, I agree with Mr. Bourla; spreading disinformation 
that leads to death or horrific injury constitutes a crime.  Two prominent Cornell samples: 
 
 
Professor Cynthia Leifer 
Department of Microbiology and Immunology 
 

“These vaccines have been tested in almost sixty-thousand people 
at this point, and they are effective; over 95% effective. They are 
safe. Many people will get slight aches and pains, just like we do 
with the flu vaccine, but that means it’s working.”   
 
Spectrum News 1 interview, December 3, 2020 prior to EUA. 
 
 
 
 

Professor Gary A. Koretzky 
Vice Provost for Academic Integration 
 

“Most importantly, the vaccines are nearly 100% effective in 
preventing death and severe complications of COVID-19.  We’re 
learning that as people become vaccinated, not only are they 
protected from getting the disease themselves, but they’re also 
protected from acquiring the virus and then giving it to others... not 
100%, but really, really well.” 
 
The Science Behind COVID-19 Vaccines (Cornell Only) 
Virtual Q&A Panel Discussion, April 12, 2021 

 
 

Testimony of “Hope” for Mr. Gary Koretzky and Mr. Anthony Fauci 
 

Dr. Deborah Birx, former White House Coronavirus Coordinator, 
sworn testimony before the House Select Subcommittee on the 
Coronavirus Crisis, 23 June 2022: 
 
Question: Dr. Birx, can vaccinated people get COVID? 
 

Answer: Yes. 
 
Question: Have vaccinated people been hospitalized with  
  COVID? 
 

Answer: Yes. 
 
Question: When the government told us that the vaccinated  
  could not transmit the disease, was that a lie or was 
  that a guess? 
 

Answer: I think it was hope that the vaccine would work in that way. 
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I N T E R M I S S I O N  –  2        Con’t 
 
The Koretzky claims of April 2021, “100% effective . . . learning that as people become vaccinated.”    
What is he babbling about?  The truth, for January and February 2021, was not released until June 2022! 
 
But the Leifer/Koretzky and Birx quotes compel the questions:    
 

Are Professor Leifer and Professor Koretzky also guessers?  Or are they liars!? 
 
I submit that they cannot have it both ways; either both are deeply incompetent and servile buffoons, or 
they are liars.  The details of the latter involve a not-so-esoteric distinction between the familiar statistical 
terms efficacy/efficacious versus effective.  This is not rocket science. 
 
Even the “pathological liar,” Cornell graduate Mr. Anthony Fauci, was careful to make the scientific and 
therefore legally defensible distinction.  On Page 5 of my ACLI letter, I quoted Mr. Fauci from his Pfizer 
infomercial at the White House Coronavirus Task Force of 19 November 2020 (a pro-needle gala also 
attended by the illustrious Dr. Deborah Birx): 
 

 
 

“As you well-know, Operation Warp Speed has been supporting directly and indirectly six candidate 
vaccines, four of which are either in or have completed Phase 3 clinical trials. I want to briefly tell you 
about two of them because you have to be interested in this, it is extraordinarily impressive. 
 

Two of the vaccines, one by Moderna and one by the company Pfizer, have completed trials, and the 
efficacious, vaccine efficacy point is extraordinary. With regard to Pfizer, it was 95% efficacious, not 
only against disease that’s just clinically recognizable disease, but severe disease. There were ten 
cases of severe disease, one in the vaccine, nine in the placebo. For the Moderna trial, it was 94.5% 
efficacious. Eleven severe events, zero in the vaccine, eleven in the placebo. 
 

For those of you not acquainted with the field of vaccinology, that is extraordinary. That is almost to 
the level of what we see with measles, which is 98% effective. So that’s what we’re dealing with.” 

 
Mr. Fauci, at that same White House infomercial, emphasizes the not-so-esoteric distinction: 
 

“I used the word ‘efficacious.’  The means what happens in a clinical trial.  The word ‘effective’ 
means, is what the ultimate impact of that vaccine is gonna have on society.  And the only way  
you can get an effective program is when the people take the vaccine.” 
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I N T E R M I S S I O N  –  2        Conclusion 
 
 
Paraphrasing Mr. Fauci . . . No Ms. Pollack, that is not what we are dealing with.  We are dealing with 
vested-interest Cornell buffoons at-best, and criminal tyrants in-truth.  More diatribe?  Hardly.   
 
On 11 December 2020, at the moment that the corrupt Food and Drug Administration authorized the Pfizer 
needle, under PREP as an Emergency Use Authorization (EUA), they had not asked nor did they have 
any idea what was actually in the Bourla needle.  Let me repeat that: 
 
At the time the FDA issued their EUA for the Pfizer needle, for injection into 
billions world-wide, they had no idea, never even asked, and still have no 
idea about its detailed contents! 

 
The FDA also has no chemistry details of the thousands of “lots” spewed from the Pfizer manufacturing 
facility in Kalamazoo Michigan, and then strategically distributed based upon ‘friend or foe.’ 
 

 
 
But the crucial portent of INTERMISSION 2 is that you, Ms. Pollack, also have 
no clue . . . but you have the audacity to make claims about being qualified to be 
“President” of Ezra Cornell’s university?!  
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I N T E R M I S S I O N  –  2       Addendum 
 
 
As predicted, Mr. Bourla failed to comply with the Judge Alejandro Recarey order discussed above. 
 

 
 

 
 
 
You are in-receipt of my letter to Mr. Anthony Fauci of 9 June 2021.  On Pages 6 and 7, I discussed the 
issue of Pfizer needle induced miscarriages . . . a very recent road banner in the territory of Puerto Rico: 
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PREAMBLE TO CONCLUSION       Part 1 
 
 
Regarding the Albert Bourla “contribution” to the chart on Page 12, and ’Examples of the non-invited’  
on Page 4, we review the 11 May 2022 words from the esteemed practicing doctor Dr. Ryan Cole: 
 

 
 
 
“Welcome to the Global Covid Summit.  Who are we?  We are a group of physicians and medical 
scientists from around the world, that stand for truth and integrity in science.  We are owned by no 
company.  We are owned by no politician, no political party.  We are here representing humanity, and 
medical ethics.  We started out as a small group, just over a year ago, and came together.  First a few of 
us, then a few hundred, and then a few thousand, and over ten thousand.  We stand for principles of 
science and integrity, and for humanity, and for the ethics that must be restored. 
 
This is our fourth declaration to the world.  We come together today as other political entities and parties 
have a plan going forward.  We too have a plan going forward, and that is why we are here to share. 
 
We are here to declare that the integrity and medical ethics, to which we have sworn an oath,  
must be restored and accountability must be had for those who have committed crimes against 
humanity.   We put this down in a document, and I would like to share that with you here, with my 
colleague Dr. (Lynn) Fynn.  
 
We the physicians and medical scientists of the world, united through our loyalty to the Hippocratic Oath, 
recognized that the disastrous COVID-19 public health policies imposed on doctors and our patients are 
the culmination of a corrupt medical alliance of pharmaceutical, insurance and health care institutions, 
along with the financial trusts which control them.   The have infiltrated our medical system at every 
level, and are protected and supported by a parallel alliance of Big Tech, media, academics and 
government agencies who profited from this orchestrated catastrophe.” 
 

- - - 
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PREAMBLE TO CONCLUSION       Part 2 
 
 
Regarding the Albert Bourla “contribution” to the chart on Page 12, and ’Examples of the non-invited’  
on Page 4, we review the 11 May 2022 words from the esteemed practicing doctor, Dr. Lynn Fynn: 
 

 
 
“This corrupt alliance has compromised the integrity of our most prestigious medical societies to which we 
belong; generating an illusion of scientific consensus by substituting truth with propaganda.  This alliance 
continues to advance unscientific claims by censoring data, intimidating and firing doctors and scientists, 
for simply publishing actual clinical results, or treating their patients with proven safe and life-saving 
medicines. 
 

These catastrophic decisions came at the expense of the innocent, who are forced to suffer health 
damage and death, caused by intentionally withholding critical and time-sensitive treatments, or as a result 
of coerced genetic therapy injections (mRNA), which are neither safe or effective.” 
 

- - - 
 
Memo from the Undersigned 
 

The chart on Page 12 above was forced out of your comrade Albert Bourla by court order.  But, 
referencing Dr. Fynn’s assertion, no one forced Cornell professors Koretzky and Leifer to become 
marketing sales reps for Pfizer.  Their sales pitch of ‘safe and effective’ amounted to a criminal fraud, a 
mindless parroting of the 18 November 2020 Pfizer sputum, which was based on, what Pfizer defense 
lawyers label as, a “landmark clinical study.”   It was no such thing, and both Koretzky and Leifer were fully 
aware of the truth.  They were fully aware that use of ‘safe and effective’ had no scientific or legal basis, 
and as a result have contributed by their promotions to the “health damage and death . . . of the innocent.”    
 

In my follow-up to this letter, I will be demanding that professors Koretzky and Leifer also depart from any 
association with my alma mater. 
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PREAMBLE TO CONCLUSION       Part 3 

 
Regarding the Albert Bourla “contribution” to the chart on Page 12, and ’Examples of the non-invited’ on 
Page 4, we review the 11 May 2022 words from the inventor of mRNA technology, Dr. Robert Malone: 
 

 
 
“Thank you for taking the time to listen to myself and my colleagues today, speaking to you from the heart, 
about what we have observed and what we are recommending as a global COVID summit team of over 
17,000 physicians and scientists from all over the world. 
 

We have been astounded and appalled at what we have observed over the last couple of years, and we 
have consistently spoken out.  I hope that those of you who are skeptical about the medical profession, 
and the integrity of the medical profession, can recognize that we represent many many physicians who 
are fortunate to be in this position to speak to you, and to represent the fundamentals of medical ethics, as 
well as science.  And we hope that you can see from our actions and our words that not all physicians are 
compromised; there is hope.  The system can recover with your assistance, and also with your support.  
We all ask that you help us; demand change, demand accountability, demand integrity, demand respect, 
and try to rebuild our community.  There is a way forward, and that requires, absolutely, that the people 
responsible for what we have experienced as a community over the last two years be held accountable.  
We must go through this process, and as Ryan (Dr. Ryan Cole) was just saying, there are a number of 
discreet things that we can do to ensure that we recover from this, and we stop this from happening again. 
 

Medical emergencies should not be used to justify suspension of the Bill of Rights.  We are in a situation in 
which we still have the risk, there is still efforts ongoing <sic>, to deny fundamental human rights, the US 
Bill of Rights, freedom of speech, for those that are seeking only to share scientific truths and engage in 
constructive scientific discussion and debate.  There are efforts worldwide to censor us, and to restrict 
information, so that you are not able to have true informed consent, because you are obstructed from 
getting the information you need to have true informed consent, to receive any of these experimental 
products.  They should not be mandated; that is an absolute breach of fundamental medical ethics. 
 

So, in closing, I thank you for your support. I hope that you share with us a sense of both alarm and a 
commitment to creating change, and recognize that these medical products, these experimental medical 
products, that have been mandated for all of us, are not providing protection against infection, replication 
or spread from the Omicron virus; they’re not working. They are mismatched from this virus; they are 
designed for the original Wuhan strain, and there is no reason why they should continue to be used, why 
people should be continue to be forced, why people should be denied employment, why our children 
should be mandated for vaccination; there is no justification for this. And we ask for your support in trying 
to insist, with us, that we never have a situation like this again.  I thank you for your time on behalf of 
myself, and all 17,000 of us, and hope that we see a better future tomorrow.” 
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PREAMBLE TO CONCLUSION       Conclusion 

 
 
In my follow-up to this letter, where I will be formally demanding that you depart from any further activities 
or connection to Cornell University, I will review the following chart: 
 

 
 
 

That upcoming letter will detail how (regardless of the long-preexisting data) The Genesis Foundation has 
given its 2022  “laureate” (?!)  to the person shown on Page 8 above:  Your comrade; a direct beneficiary 
of your Cornell Student Behavior Compact, and your ongoing and upcoming needle marketing schemes.  
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CONCLUSION   

 
Your Upcoming Departure from the Office of President of Cornell University 

 
 
Prior to issuing your Cornell Student Behavioral Compact, and your mRNA needle mandate, you were  
fully aware, by direct communication from Mr. Albert Bourla, about the following sequence of events: 
 

 
 
You were fully aware that money had already ‘exchanged hands’ prior to scientific establishment 
of conclusive detailed medical safety and health effectiveness of the Pfizer mRNA needle; a needle 
displaying the results of Page 12 above, that you would later mandate in violation of basic human rights.  
You then threatened Cornell students and staff with expulsion or termination for non-compliance; those 
threats amounting to an embellishment of your Bourla-approved needle marketing schemes. 
 

 
 

In regard to the viciousness of your threats, please see ‘REQUEST’ on Page 23 below. 
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CONCLUSION 
 

Your Upcoming Departure from the Office of President of Cornell University 
 
With hundreds-of-millions of taxpayer dollars already “finalized,” and the promise of much more to-come, 
you were fully aware that there was no chance that the Pfizer “clinical trials” would have anything but 
glowing results.  The level of outright fraud now documented by the above Pfizer motion-to-dismiss (in the 
litigation of Ms. Brook Jackson versus Pfizer), and your direct intimate connection to that fraud 
constitutes additional evidence that you are unfit for any position at Cornell University. 
 

But this level of your connections and participations is just the beginning.  More diatribe?  Hardly.   
The motion-to-dismiss filed by your cohort, New York Forward ReOpening Advisory Board member  
Mr. Albert Bourla, has already openly declared fraud as primary to its defenses: 
 

 
 
I can assure you, Ms. Pollack, my cherished friend President Frank H. T. Rhodes would never have 
participated in, been affiliated with, or allowed Cornell University to be connectable to such vileness. 
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CONCLUSION 

 
Your Upcoming Departure from the Office of President of Cornell University 

 
 
On Page 3 of Reference 1, written two years ago, I asked Pfizer’s lead mRNA marketing rep, your 
StayHomecoming 2020 guest Mr. Anthony Fauci, the following simple question: 
 

 
 
You are in-receipt of my letter of 19 July 2021 to Oral Roberts University President Dr. William Wilson. 
There I discussed the Big Five, and declared Big Academia to be the most insidious.  Dr. Cole is also in-
receipt, and mentions the co-criminality of “academics” (Page 17).  Dr. Fynn immediately discusses a 
“corrupt alliance” (Page 18).  Dr. Malone demands “accountability” (Page 19).  Perplexing many, is how 
you, Mr. Fauci, Mr. Bourla, etc. are able to conduct your criminal offenses in the open, but not yet 
be in legal jeopardy . . . moral jeopardy having no discernable connection. 
 
As an update, you will note that there is only one attachment to this letter: 
 

 
 
In the context of the Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations Act (RICO), I will suggest to the 
author Ms. Katherine Watt, that academia members of the “corrupt alliance,” such as Ms. Martha Pollack 
and her Cornell co-criminals, can and should be added to the prosecution list. 
 
 
The Epilogue is a small sampling of the people you can rely on for support of your COVID-predicated 
crimes against the Cornell family; degrading the glory of our beloved campus to a panopticon. 
 
         Cordially, 
 
 
 
 
 
         Paul V. Sheridan 
         Cornell University Alumnus 
         MBA: Class of 1980 
Attachment 
 
 
REQUEST:  Please direct Mr. Joel Malina, the current Cornell University Vice President for University 
Relations, to respond to my email of 16 June 2022, which requests basic information on Cornell University 
student and staff applications-for and granting-of ‘Religious Exemption’ versus the mRNA needle. 
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EPILOGUE 

 
 
To acknowledge that your Pfizer mRNA mandates, enforced against the Cornell University students and 
staff, do indeed have support, we offer the following typical samples of such : 
 

 
 
 

 




